
How Much How Many

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Now I see how _______ love and respect you all had for me; and when
Ernst returns I shall tell him everything.
1.

You know how respectable he has suddenly got to be, how _______
influential friends he has.
2.

Now, how _______ bottles can you get through at a sitting?3.

Dory was assured that the wind would freshen as the sun rose higher; but it
would make little difference to him how _______ wind there was by and by, if
the steamer overhauled him before it came.

4.

He shuddered slightly as he paced his darkened room, knowing
instinctively how _______ steps to take in each direction, and what to avoid.
5.

How _______ water has been evaporated per cubic foot of space?6.

She was thinking how _______ money it would have taken to buy that
sealskin cloak; but, however far her doubts may have carried her, she did not
give utterance to them in words.

7.

I wondered; and in how _______ pieces should we find the poor chap
when we dug him up?
8.

And as they disappeared among the ruins I wondered how _______ men in
the world could boast of such a true friend.
9.

How _______ of us would desire, above all things, to have those whom
we have injured beside our dying pillow, to make friends of them at last?
10.

And when I heave this lead, it tells him how _______ water he's got under
him and the kind of bottom, for the lead brings up a little of the mud or the
sand that sticks to the grease.

11.
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The time must come, although it be now seemingly distant, that the
people will awake from this lethargy; that it will perceive how much of the
noblest blood of the people, how _______ time and money, have been worse
than recklessly squandered.

12.

How _______ hard work was bound up in the tilling of the well-ordered
fields, the cultivation of the thrifty orchard and the healthy aspect presented
by the live stock was something the three Willis girls could not be expected to
grasp at once.

13.

This had, indeed, happened before the great war; and repeated
prohibitions show how _______ commerce suffered from those deeds of
violence.

14.

How _______ questions were mutually put and answered in a few
minutes!
15.

There were sounds of panic from the room beneath his class-room, and
no one can tell how _______ children might have been injured but for his cool
head and quick thinking.

16.

How _______ hours he had slept, he could not calculate; perhaps nine or
ten.
17.

It's difficult for the average person to grasp just how _______ information
can be packed into a city covering ten thousand square miles with a
population density equal to that of Manhattan.

18.

As Miss Brooke made the tea in the pretty drawing room of the cosy flat,
Paul began to realise with surprise how _______ progress their friendship
had made in that one day.

19.

How _______ hopes has he to abandon, how many illusions to give up!20.
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